Few who lived through the 1970s can forget "Southie," South Boston High School. Names like school-board member Louise Day Hicks, Mayor Kevin White, and Judge Arthur Garrity get etched into the mind, not only because the forced busing that brought them infamy tore up a city for almost a decade but also because anyone at that time concerned about racial balance must have harbored a little guilt that it was Boston, and not a town closer to home, that got the brunt of disruption. But no one seemed to express that guilt, that shared responsibility for our racist history.
Whether it deserved it or not, Boston developed a reputation as a bastion of bigotry, but that is not what attracted me to the city for a semester of study and teaching. A student in Boston in the formative days of the various human rights movements of the early 1960s, I wanted to return to see what had become of the city crowded with colleges, of Boston's richly ethnic neighborhoods, of its shamed past. Some years before, I had attended a week-long workshop at Facing History and Ourselves, a nonprofit foundation that has trained over thirtythousand teachers to teach about racism and prejudice and has reached half a million students. Based in the Boston area, Facing History asked me to join its twenty-five staff members, in part because I had for several years taught courses in Holocaust and genocide literature and history.
A major part of my stay in Boston would be spending two days a week at Southie, observing a sophomore Facing History class taught by English teacher Virginia Ordway. I would be able to come to some definitive conclusion, I thought, regarding the legacy of the terrible forced busing years, at the same time that I figured out why and how Ordway brought the Holocaust, as a case study of institutionalized hatred, bigotry, and racism, to fifteen diversely ethnic students. Since Facing History is usually taught in social-studies classes, I also wanted to see how this curriculum is taught in an English class, see the stories, novels, discussion and writing activities focused on the study of language and literature. In particular, I set out to determine whether it is possible to take students away from their stress-filled lives, transport them sixty years back into our past and into the terrible story of the Holocaust, at the same time providing a sense of respect for, solace in, and acceptance of their own lives. Clearly, the success of such a unit would depend on how sensitively a teacher would balance the conflict between the particular and the universal, the demands of such a complex and painful content and the needs of students.
The familiar images brace one upon entering Southie-the giant steel entry doors, the guard and sign-in at the entrance, the padlocked lavatories (opened only five minutes between classes when they can be monitored), the steel grates on windows and doors, and the darkened, locked library (where, of course, the AV equipment sat). Yet, the school betrays itself; I found myself transfixed with the school's panoramic view of Boston Harbor, the islands and water sparkling, in spite of the fortress atmosphere that envelops the halls. Such a mixture of beauty and sadness would characterize my next three months there.
As I waited for Ordway's Facing History class to begin, I met Joe, one of four security guards who work the halls at Southie. A large and imposing man in his fifties with a heavy Irish/Bostonian accent, he regaled me with stories of the 1974-78 period-six-hundred police officers on the streets and in the school, one on each stairway and landing, an FBI helicopter overhead, a stabbing that closed the school for two weeks, all the result of an Irish/Italian/Polish neighborhood rocked by a law that demanded racial balance in the city schools. Of course, the suburbs were exempt from such a demand, and that fact, probably more than any other, incensed most Bostonians (Anthony J. Fifteen students sat in clusters by race and gender on my first day. Ordway was starting the Facing History unit and wrote on the board, "Describe one time you were a victim of peer pressure. How did you respond and why?" In a pattern often repeated, the lesson started with a short writing activity that asked students to think about an issue in their own lives, in this case conformity, that also played a role in the Holocaust or some other genocide. But always, it seemed, the lesson had to compete with an avalanche of "noise," various forms of unintentional distractions (there were announcements over the loudspeaker and a fight broke out in an adjacent classroom), and many deliberate distractions, most of which came from the students-rude comments and interruptions, jokes, outrageous protests at some slight or remark, rude knocks on the locked door, journals left in lockers or lost. My suspicion was that underlying the resistance was a sense of shame and low self-esteem, suggested by one student's comment after he was told that his student teacher was not paid for teaching: "Why would he get paid to teach a bunch of morons?" Many students openly resisted the lesson, denied that they had ever given in to peer pressure. Alex, for example, answered he would never be a victim of peer pressure because all his friends are "retards." He got the giggles he might have sought although, as I got to know Alex better and discovered how alert he was, I thought there might have been some small truth in his sarcasm. A few responded more thoughtfully. John wrote, The next day I asked the students to write about why they thought they were studying racism, antiSemitism, and the Holocaust. Most offered only vague answers, some form of "to learn about the past" or "to learn about other cultures." Ed, an African American student, wrote, "In no way does it apply to me." Of the fifteen students, two showed some emerging insight: Joseph, who is also African American, wrote, "This applies to me because I'm in an interracial area. In school and where I live. It's to help me better understand people of different cultures." And Sandra, a Latina, wrote that "it The Facing History philosophy is to move students gradually from literary and historical examples of genocide back to present-day experiences of intolerance and racism.
When
is to show that racism still exists among us, so we can understand its dangers," and she gave an example of her father who "doesn't really like Dominican people just because they're not Americans." While some would call such fragments of insight primitive, the Facing History philosophy is to move students gradually from literary and historical examples of genocide (focusing especially on the Holocaust) back to present-day experiences of intolerance and racism. By shifting between the past and present, students are to gain critical perspec-tive on both kinds of events. To examine these students' lives without a buffer like the Holocaust could, in fact, be overwhelming. Because they are mostly the rejected and silenced and because, in reaction, they often act out their aggressions on each other, the Facing History curriculum should, in theory, be a fitting content. The next day Ordway handed out copies of Frank Tashlin's short children's story The Bear That Wasn't (1946, New York: Dover), an allegory about a bear who loses his identity after repeatedly being told, by corporate bureaucrats, that he is not a bear. Ordway asked students to draw analogies, after which Ben said, "Selling out is like when a hard core rapper sells out to an R and B band." "Good," Ordway said, and beamed.
Suneo asserted that "the factory (where the bear is forced to work on an assembly line) is like jail." Another good response. Ordway has clearly begun to get students to see that we are very malleable, that society often shapes who we are. This lesson foreshadows study of the early stages of the Nazi reign, when propaganda fanned the fears and hopes of the German people.
The next day's lesson, on the film After the First (1984, Dir. Nick Frangakis, Franciscan Communications, 1229 S. Santee St., Los Angeles, California 90015), raises questions about how we develop our values and attitudes and about what happens when we individually come in conflict with cultural norms. The short film is about a boy taken to the woods by his father to learn to handle a gun and, eventually, to kill his first rabbit. Most of the boy's reluctance to use the gun is silenced by the father, who urges him to get into the thrill of shooting. The students, however, got only a glimmer of what was happening in the film; most of them seemed to side with the hard-nosed father, who calls the rabbit "just a rodent" and coaxes the boy to toughen up for the kill. I was learning how easy it is for students, or for ordinary citizens, to become caught up with the excitement of hunting. At this point, apparently, the students had a long way to go before they understood how easily anyone could become hardened to suffering or terrorized by fear.
After studying the process of identity formation, students approached the Holocaust more directly, through a study of the historical sequence of events that conditioned perpetrators (through propaganda and terror) to hate Jews and conditioned bystanders to feel content in doing nothing to stop it. Visits from Holocaust survivors and camp liber-(Continued from p. 15) are important, it was the "structural, mythological, and figurative apprehension of these facts that led to action taken on their behalf."
In addition to the above books, Facing History teachers use other materials to help students make personal connections to issues of peer pressure, conformity, and the early stages of Nazi rule. The study of Friedrich begins when students are asked to write in response to the question, "How do you think you would react if you had seen a neighbor walking down the street wearing a sign that said, 'I deserve a beating because I love a Jew'?" The question is excellent in that it complicates easy answers and easy virtue, like saying, "I'd stand up to the Nazis; such discrimination is horrible." Heroism came at a high cost during Hitler's reign, and Ordway wanted students to see how the annihilation of a culture can begin with seemingly small acts. Taken directly from the book's chapter on the two families' cleaning woman, this quote explains Frau Penk's fear of being beaten and her refusal to clean for Friedrich's family.
However, many in the class had not done the required writing and reading. When Ordway angrily asked where their books were, Joseph, a student from the Carribean, said, "A Jewish kid jumped me for mine." No one laughed. A week earlier, after seeing a powerful testimony of a survivor who was a twin operated on by Mengele, this same student said, "Slavery was just as bad. They punished the slaves. Many died." Ordway was emphatic here, No, Joseph. Slavery was terrible and certainly genocidal, but slave owners needed to keep their slaves alive for greater profits, in spite of the fact that thousands died. The Jews were all to be killed. While we do not want to say that one atrocity was worse than another, we do want to see the difference.
This exchange suggested the central tension between studying the past and respecting the students' feelings and needs. It appeared to me that Ordway handled the confrontation sensitively but firmly.
At this point in the class only Aretha seemed to understand the creeping terror recounted in Friedrich. After Ordway asked why Friedrich's family stays in Germany, Aretha explained to the others that Herr Schneider, Friedrich's father, doesn't leave because he is German and because few think mass murder will happen to the Jews. At the end of the class the discussion moved to the nature of group behavior with the question, "Why do you act differently in a group, as when a storm knocks power out and people loot?" Will said, "It's like busing in Boston; individually people act civilized; in groups they went crazy." Ordway was pleased with the reference to busing and wrote "Mob Action" on the board. The bell rang, too quickly, for the discussion was just getting started. The class was over. Clearly, the students had stumbled through the novel, but the gravity of the discussion and the attention it drew from students suggested more would read the assigned chapters for the next day. They did.
Next
There is nothing neat and tidy about bringing Facing History to Southie. The class I observed did not "click" quickly; most don't. The last twenty years of Boston's history offers reasons for student Again and again, indirectly but emphatically, students revealed anxiety, shame, and low self-worth related to themselves as learners.
recalcitrance: resentments for "loss" of a neighborhood, further dislocation of the family, more hours before the tv, a weak commitment to education, a largely unmanaged ethnic diversity in the school, and economic recession hitting Boston particularly hard. These forces make it difficult to balance the demands of human-rights education against students' more immediate needs for attention and care. Throughout my stay, after-class discussions with Ordway provided important insights into the class and into the students' experience. We started with the ethnic composition of the school, and Ordway explained that busing "killed the school system." Most Anglos have fled from the public schools in Boston, moving to private schools. Those who remain in public schools attend Boston Latin or another "exam school," the equivalents of private prep schools. Many others have simply dropped out. Ironically, the present "choice" system, which gives students some limited control over which school they attend, combined with the desegregation orders, have simply moved the segregation from one neighborhood to another, one school to another. True, Southie appears to be integrated, and some students praise the diversity and appar- ent harmony in the school, but the psychological distress experienced by most students I observed is surely destructive to their educations. Again and again, indirectly but emphatically, students revealed anxiety, shame, and low selfworth related to themselves as learners. The student teacher in Ordway's class was asked repeatedly, "Why are you teaching here?" and "When you gettin' a real job?" When she gave each student a pen and pad of paper, one asked, "You're giving these to us? Why?" At Christmas time, fights and
